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Abstract 
This paper postulates the existence of a fabric for space and hypothesizes that matter is an artefact created from the 
interaction of wave energy within this fabric.  This fabric is unknown and different but it would appear not to be a 
material substance as how ǘther was defined nor a field of force carrier particles as what Quantum physics defines.   
Conceptually, it would be some sort of a continuum of energy that is at a zero state. Evidence of the possible existence 
of this fabric is given using certain mathematical correlations between various well known properties of space, 
electromagnetic radiation and protons.  As a consequence of the ascribed properties of this fabric, the hypothesis goes 
on to formulate a new model of matter, space and energy along with an alternate explanation as to the nature of mass, 
inertia, momentum and gravity. As a direct result of the postulates outlined in this paper, it is suggested that gravity 
and momentum could be manipulated artificially via the creation of localized regions of distorted gravity or gravity 
wells.  If such manipulations bear this out, then a non-Newtonian approach to platform propulsion could be possible.  
The affects of gravity from a planet could be negated by the generation of an artificial gravity well above a platform 
away from the planet’s surface.  Additionally, momentum or movement in a given direction could be artificially 
induced in space by the creation of a gravity well that is eccentric (in the direction of desired movement) to the centre 
of mass of a space borne platform. 
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1. Introduction†
 Before hypothesizing a fabric definition for space, certain known characteristics of space and matter 
must first be examined in order to formulate a basis for the hypothesis.  When considering 
electromagnetic (EM) radiation through space, two properties stand out as being likely candidates: the 
speed of transmission of EM radiation through space (i.e. the speed of light, c) and the upper limit of the 
EM spectrum (i.e. the highest measured energy of isotropic gamma radiation at approximately 200 MeV 
[1] or 4.8x1022Hz.  The reason for these limitations could be either a self-imposed property of EM 
radiation (as is implied by the Standard Model) or something that is imposed upon EM radiation by space 
itself (as how will be described by this hypothesis). 
 The question, therefore, that is posed here is do these two properties suggest that a transport medium 
(a space fabric) is present and that the medium not only determines the speed at which EM radiation 
transfers through it but that it also generates impedance against EM radiation once its frequency reaches 
approx. 4.8x1022Hz? 
 This suggestion, in of itself, is curious at best but another known fact about matter raises an 
interesting coincidence with this upper limit of gamma radiation.  The rest mass of a proton (an H1 atom) 
is known to be approx. 1.007276 atomic mass units (amu) [2].  Expressed in terms of mass that becomes 
approximately 1.67363x10-27kg (1 amu = 1.66054x10-27kg).  Einstein’s equation that converts mass into 
energy is 
 2E mc  (1) 
 Using equation (1) the approximate energy of a proton, therefore, is 1.50418x10-10 Joules (assuming 
100% conversion of matter into energy).  Planck’s equation that converts quantum frequency into energy 
is 
 E hv  (2) 
 Substituting in the energy of a proton for E in equation (2) the approximate frequency of a proton, 
therefore, is 2.27012x1023Hz.  The interesting coincidence is the fact that this frequency is only a factor of 
4.7 times the upper limit of isotropic gamma radiation.  In other words, the electromagnetic spectrum 
spans 22 orders of magnitude from 0Hz up to its upper limit and then within less than half a magnitude 
above that frequency the equivalent frequency of the first element appears (assuming the accuracy and 
meaning of Planck’s constant h). 
 But in order to raise this interesting coincidence up to an intriguing coincidence, one only needs to 
convert the frequency of a proton into a wavelength 
 c vO   (3) 
 Equation (3) shows that the wavelength of the frequency of a proton is 1.32060fm. But the equation 
that approximates the nuclear radius of an atom based on its mass number A is 
 1 30R r A fm  (4) 
Where R is the nuclear radius and r0 = 1.2.  For a single proton this yields an approximate radius of 1.2fm, 
a difference of only 10%.  In other words, there appears to be a rather strong correlation between the mass 
and radius of a proton and the upper limit of the EM spectrum.  This suggests that the constitution of a 
proton is, in fact, simply EM radiation at energy levels above that of gamma. 
 
† This section entitled ‘Introduction’ has been reprinted with permission from Madonna-Megara Holloway, AIP Conf Proc, Vol. 
#1208, Page #486-500, (2010). Copyright 2010, American Institute of Physics. 
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 These coincidences have been combined to form the basis for a hypothesis (an alternate model to the 
Standard Model) that describes the fundamental nature of space, matter and energy.  Because of the scope 
of the subject matter, this paper cannot cover the entire breadth of this hypothesis nor go into the depth of 
detail that many of its tenets deserve.  Instead, this paper will only describe the highest level points so that 
the full impact of the hypothesis may be appreciated and should allow researchers a basis upon which to 
formulate further investigation into its veracity. 
 This hypothesis starts by stipulating that there exists an essence that defines all of space.  This 
essence does not fill space but is space.  If this essence did not exist then space would not exist.  
Therefore, this essence is not a material substance (as how some definitions of ǘther asserted) and it is 
not a field of particles or bosons either (since particles are in space but do not constitute space itself).  It is 
a continuum that could be thought of as an energy that is at a zero or quiescent state, at zero kinetic 
energy but infinite potential energy (but this latter analogy should not be taken too literally).  The exact 
composition of this essence cannot be defined at this time as it is not of this physical universe (the 
meaning of that statement will be clarified in the conclusion of this paper), but some of its properties and 
artefacts can and will be described in this paper. 
 This essence has been called quiesence, meaning that it is the quiet essence that constitutes the 
universe. In fact, it will be shown later in this paper that the only thing that truly exists in this universe is 
quiesence and wave energy. 
2. The Nature of Elements 
 As stated, the entire universe is quiesence with wave energy rippling through it.  Quiesence can, 
therefore, be thought of as a transport medium for the wave energy within it.  Some of these waves are 
perceived as EM radiation occupying a spectrum that appears thus  
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Figure 1. The Electromagnetic Spectrum 
 
 The curious thing about this spectrum is the fact that isotropic gamma radiation appears to stop at 
approximately 4.8x1022Hz.  There have been momentary point flashes of gamma radiation detected above 
this level (Wikipedia, “Ultra-high-energy Cosmic Ray”) but they are not continuous and emanating from 
all directions.  The reason for this upper limit to gamma radiation is that quiesence generates impedance 
that blocks the free transmission of waves above this frequency.  This implies that there is an inductance 
in quiesence that causes a phase lag between the onset of an applied force (i.e. something that is 
analogous to a voltage) and the actual displacement of quiesence (i.e. something that is analogous to a 
current).  Figure 2 depicts this phase lag as the frequency approaches the upper limit of gamma radiation, 
thus 
Applied Force
Inductive phase lag
f = 0.5·x f = 0.75·x f = x
Resulting displacement
Resulting
displacement
attenuated
Displacement
attenuated to 0.
 
Figure 2. Inductive Phase Lag in Quiesence (where x = 4.8x1022Hz) 
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 Note that when the applied force changes faster than the reaction of the medium (when the frequency 
approaches 4.8x1022Hz) that it actually starts to work against the resulting displacement.  When the 
frequency reaches this upper limit the applied force is actually working in the opposite direction of the 
displacement (destructive interference), thus causing the displacement to be attenuated to zero.  The 
hypothesis postulates that quiesence exhibits an inductive phase lag on wave energy and that this lag 
produces impedance that imposes an upper limit of gamma radiation. 
 An important point to be made here, however, is that this blocking of the free transmission of wave 
energy above gamma by quiesence does not mean that energies above gamma do not exist.  One of the 
major stipulations of the hypothesis is that there are lots of energies vibrating at frequencies above this 
threshold (in fact, there is more energy in the universe that is vibrating above gamma than is vibrating 
below it), it is just that they are not allowed to radiate throughout space freely.  The question then arises 
as to where do these energies reside if they are not allowed to radiate through space? 
 The hypothesis postulates that quiesence is a very stiff essence, which means that it will have a very 
high Bulk Modulus (which is why the speed of light is so high), but it is not inelastic, it can be stretched 
(albeit ever so slightly).  This resistance to stretching, however, does have a threshold to it, a point where 
the cohesion of quiesence breaks down (i.e. a yield strength).  When this threshold is reached the 
cohesion suddenly gives way and stretches out thinly with its density in the area of the stretching 
dropping dramatically.  Consequently, energy can vibrate within this region at frequencies much higher 
than the upper limit of gamma because of the lower density of the stretched quiesence.  This stretching 
out of quiesence could be viewed as a form of cavitation; that is, the forming of small bubbles within a 
medium.  In the case of quiesence, however, once the bubble of cavitation is formed it remains stable due 
to the presence of the high frequency energy vibrating within its cavity. 
 But the stretching of quiesence into a cavity affects its physical properties within this region.  
Consider the velocity of a travelling wave through a medium 
 Bv
U
 ; (5) 
the velocity of a travelling wave ( v ) where B = Bulk Modulus of the medium and U  = density of 
medium. 
 The stretching of quiesence within the region of cavitation implies that its density has been reduced.  
According to equation (5) that would mean that the velocity at which the wave within the cavity can 
oscillate would be faster, possible even faster than the speed of light (the analogy that can be used here is 
that of a violin string; as the string is stretched tighter it vibrates at a high pitch).  This implies that the 
inductance within quiesence would also have been reduced and, therefore, its inductive phase lag will 
have been shortened.  With a shortened inductive phase lag the impedance will have been reduced which 
means that higher frequencies can travel through the stretched region (i.e. frequencies that are higher than 
the upper limit of gamma).  In this hypothesis, frequencies in this higher band are referred to as Hyper-
Gammic (HG) radiation (Hyper-Gammic radiation is simply an extension to the EM spectrum above 
gamma, depicted in Figure 1). 
 Since the cohesive property of quiesence is very strong it will restrict, as much as possible, the region 
that breaks down at the yield strength.  Consequently, this region that has broken down will be restricted 
to a very small cavity with all of the HG radiation residing inside of the cavity.  This cavity has been 
observed by science and is called the nucleus of the atom in the Standard Model. 
 In other words, the nucleus, according to this hypothesis, is not composed of protons and neutrons 
but is a cavity of stretched quiesence in which resides energies that are vibrating at frequencies higher 
than the upper limit of isotropic gamma radiation. 
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2.1 Structure of the Nucleus 
 It has been observed that the nuclei of atoms are basically spherical in shape [2].  That means that 
these cavities created in quiesence must have the same radius along any axis drawn through the centre of 
the nucleus.  In order to achieve such uniformity along all axis’ the force that the HG radiation is applying 
against the inside wall of the cavity must also be the same in all directions.  What this implies is that this 
energy cannot be rotating within the nucleus nor vibrating back and forth like a violin string since these 
activities will present poles or axis’ about which the applied force against the cavity wall will be different. 
 The hypothesis, therefore, postulates that the final stable form of energy activity within the nucleus 
will be in the form of a pulse (roughly similar to a heartbeat) whereby the HG energy expands out in all 
directions simultaneously until it hits the cavity wall where it is then reflected back into the centre of the 
nucleus only to pass through the centre and then back out to the cavity wall again.  Figure 3 depicts the 
three possible forms of energy activity in the nucleus and why the first two are not likely candidate 
activities 
(a) (b) (c)
Cavity wall
Points of weaker
applied force.
 
Figure 3. HG Wave Patterns in the Nucleus 
 
 The selection of the activity in Figure 3(c) is only strengthened by the fact that in order for energy to 
pulsate in and out there must be at least two wavelengths of the energy spanning the nucleus’ diameter (in 
order to ensure uniform energy across all axis’ through the nucleus’ centre at all times).  As one recalls, 
equation (3) above calculated the wavelength of the HG energy in a proton to be 1.32060fm and equation 
(4) calculated the radius of the proton to be 1.2fm.  But equation (4) calculates for the radius of the 
proton, not the diameter.  Therefore the diameter of the proton would have to contain 2 full waves of HG 
energy in order to achieve stability.  Figure 3(c) above is the only activity of HG energy in the nucleus 
that requires two full wavelengths.  The hypothesis, therefore, postulates that a stable nucleus will contain 
an even number of wavelengths at all times. 
2.2 The Frequencies of the Elements 
 As seen in the introduction, the frequency of Hydrogen is 2.27012x1023Hz.  This is actually the 
lowest of all the HG frequencies.  The frequencies of the heavier elements are all higher than that of 
Hydrogen and can be determined in the following manner. 
The nucleus of the atom is a cavity of stretched out quiesence in which HG energy is pulsating.  
Since the HG energy cannot leave the confines of the nucleus, the nucleus creates a ‘resonance cavity’ for 
the HG energy.  By being a resonance cavity, however, the frequencies that will reside inside of the 
nucleus can only be harmonics of the radius of the cavity (i.e. the wavelength of the frequencies can only 
be factors of the cavity’s radius).  Therefore, the frequencies of all the elements can be calculated using 
equation (6), thus 
 232.27012 10f Z Hz u u , (6) 
where Z = the atomic number of the element. 
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NOTE: Calculation of the nuclear frequencies of elements higher than an H1 atom is not quite as simple as what (6) would 
suggest, but (6) gives a working approximation for now.  More on how the exact frequencies can be calculated will be 
covered later in this paper when additional information has been presented. 
 
 Since the frequency is derived from the atomic number of the element it can be said that the 
frequency of an element is proportional to the number of protons for that element in the Standard Model.  
Consequently, it is not possible to have frequencies of HG radiation that are not multiples of Hydrogen 
and are also stable.  Such intermediate frequencies can be created but they are short lived and are forced 
by quiesence to down shift either to a multiple of Hydrogen or down into the gamma range (these 
intermediate frequencies can be seen as short-lived sub-atomic particles created during nuclear collisions 
in particle accelerators). 
 But another aspect of these HG waves is their amplitude.  The amplitude of a wave can vary but only 
within certain confines as a function of the frequency.  Both the amplitude and the frequency must be 
combined in order to derive the total energy of a nucleus.  Since the frequency accounts for the energy 
contribution of the protons in the nucleus, the amplitude accounts for (and is therefore analogous to) the 
energy contribution of the neutrons in the nucleus. 
 By bringing amplitude into the equation we can now represent the total energy in the nucleus of an 
atom by the slope of a tangent line of the HG radiation in the nucleus at its zero crossing point (i.e. at the 
point where the wave is at its maximum kinetic energy and zero potential energy).  Graphically, this 
tangent line appears thus 
Time
Slope of the tangent
(m) equals the energy
of the wave.
8
24
Equation of the line is:
    y = mx + b
Here, m = 24 / 8
               = 3
 
Figure 4. The Energy of a Hyper-Gammic Wave 
 
 The slope of the tangent line is denoted by the parameter m in the equation for a line, .  
In this special case where the line is the tangent at the zero crossing point of the wave, this parameter will 
be called the mark value of the wave.  Therefore, if either the frequency or the amplitude of the wave is 
increased then the mark value of the wave will increase proportionally.  The following figure shows how 
the mark value of a wave changes in accordance to both the amplitude and frequency of a wave 
(a) (b) (c)
Frequency = x
Amplitude = y
Mark = 2
Frequency = 2x
Amplitude = y
Mark = 4
Frequency = 2x
Amplitude = 0.5y
Mark = 2
 
Figure 5. The Mark Value of Waves 
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 Notice how the mark value is the same for both 5(a) and 5(c) but how the frequency has been 
doubled whereas the amplitude has been halved.  This feature is importance to the hypothesis as will be 
discussed later in this paper. 
 It can be noted that the mark value of the wave is analogous to the mass number A of an atom in the 
Standard Model. 
1. 2.3 The Nuclear and Atomic Radii 
 As indicated in the introduction, the wavelength of Hydrogen works out to 1.32060fm, which is very 
close to the approximated radius of the proton.  What this means is that once the yield strength of 
quiesence is breached it will stretch out into a cavity whose diameter will contain two complete 
wavelengths of the invading HG energy.  However, as suggested by equation (4), as the frequency and 
amplitude increase the radius of the cavity will also increase proportionally.  This makes sense 
considering that as the mark value of the wave increases so does its force pressing against the inside wall 
of the cavity (in fact, this phenomenon may provide us with the means of calculating the Bulk Modulus of 
quiesence which can then be used in (5) to calculate its density). 
 As one moves up the periodic table into the heavier elements the radius of the cavity gets larger (due 
to the increase in the mark value of the wave).  Consequently, the wavelength of the HG energy gets 
longer (that is, longer than a simple factor of the wavelength of Hydrogen).  This is why equation (6) is 
not accurate because it does not take into account the increasing diameter of the nucleus with the increase 
in the mark value of the wave.  Therefore, equation (6) cannot just take into account the Z factor of the 
atom (i.e. what element it is), it must also take into account the A factor of the atom as well (i.e. what 
isotope it is and, therefore, how many neutrons are in the atom).  What this means is that the frequency of 
atoms will be roughly a multiple of Hydrogen thus defining what element the atom is with some minor 
variations around this multiple depending on which isotope of the element the atom is.  The proper 
equation for calculating the frequency of an atom, therefore, will be a combination of (4) and (6), thus 
 
23
1 3
2.27012 10Z
f Hz
A
u u  (7) 
 For example, instead of He4 being 4.54024x1023Hz (2 times Hydrogen) it will be approximately 
2.86017x1023Hz.  Consequently, equation (7) demonstrates that the frequencies of different isotopes of the 
same element will vary on the order of 1 divided by a 1/3 root, but that the frequencies jumping from one 
element to another will be on the order of 2 divided by a 1/3 root. 
 Although the HG radiation is confined to a well defined region called the nucleus, the cavity that is 
the nucleus is not an abrupt hole inside of quiesence.  The displacement of quiesence out of the nucleus 
spreads outwards and away from it such that the quiesence immediately around the nucleus will also be 
stretched but less than what is in the nucleus.  This stretching continues further out from the nucleus but it 
diminishes rapidly back to a normal baseline of un-stretched (un-displaced) quiesence (theoretically this 
stretching or displacement of quiesence extends out from the nucleus to infinity but any significant 
amount of stretching is found only within approximately a 1Å diameter sphere centered around the 
nucleus).  The shape and form of this curve is very similar to a classic Gaussian function but whether or 
not the stretching of quiesence conforms exactly to a Gaussian function is not know at this time.  
Notwithstanding, a graphical representation of this stretching outside of the nucleus of the atom looks like 
this 
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Baseline (unstretched)
level of Quiesence
Threshold for Electromagnetic
Radiation.  Only E.R. can reside
below this level of stretching.
Stretching of Quiesence
due to presence of hyper-
gammic energy.
Threshold for hyper-gammic
energy.  Hyper-gammic energy
can only reside above this level
of stretching.
1 Angstrom in diameter
Increased stretching of
Quiesence.
 
Figure 6. Stretching of Quiesence Outside of the Nucleus 
 
 Figure 6 is not an exact representation of the curve of stretched quiesence outside of the nucleus but 
it does depict its major features; that the nucleus is the region of greatest stretching, that the region of 
significant stretching is within a 1Å diameter centered on the nucleus and that slight stretching extends 
well beyond the region of significant stretching.  These characteristics of stretching are important because 
they form the basis not only of chemical bonding but of gravity itself. 
3. The Periodic Table 
 The elements of the periodic table can now be defined in terms of the HG energy residing inside of 
their nuclear cavities.  1H has a diameter of 1.2 fm and a frequency of 2.27012x1023Hz.  56Fe has a 
diameter of 3.55 fm and a frequency of 1.54274x1024Hz.  238U has a diameter of 7.44 fm and a frequency 
of 3.37011x1024Hz. 
 It appears that quiesence has a second yield strength threshold and that is when the nucleus of the 
atom gets stretched out to 7.44 fm in the case of Uranium-238.  Artificially we can stretch this out a bit 
further to create Plutonian and the rest of the Actinide series and the bottom line of the periodic table but 
even then we can only go up to Ununoctium-294.  The hypothesis states that this is an absolute maximum 
that quiesence can be stretched to which is why we can’t produce elements above this limit. 
 But energies above this limit still exist out in space and they do stretch quiesence beyond this 
threshold.  What results in this sort of stretching is a distortion in the integrity of quiesence (a distortion 
that quiesence may not be able to recover from).  This is what happens when a neutron star is formed.  
The space occupied by the neutron star has been stretched out beyond this upper limit of quiesence 
causing it to distort.  Consequently, the laws of physics that go on inside of the area of a neutron star do 
not follow the conventional laws in the physical universe. 
 But even this distortion still has some essence (albeit highly compromised) of quiesence inside of it 
and this remaining essence still attempts to put up a resistance against the massive energies inside of the 
neutron star (which is why the neutron star maintains some degree of stability and longevity).  But if even 
greater energies that what reside inside of a neutron star are brought to bear on quiesence then quiesence 
itself finally tears apart creating a region that is not space at all.  This is the phenomenon known as a 
black hole.  Since there is no quiesence inside of the black hole the laws of physics have no application or 
presence there.  In fact, it is an environment that is not of this universe because there is no space in this 
region. 
4. The Nature of Chemical Bonds 
 Within the 1Å diameter around the nucleus of the atom quiesence is slightly stretched.  Because of 
this stretching, frequencies that are higher than gamma but not as high as the HG energy inside of the 
nucleus can reside here.  The hypothesis calls these intermediate energies Epi-Gammic (EG) energy.  
These EG energies can only reside inside this 1Å diameter sphere because the quiesence outside of this 
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region will, again, impose impedance against their free radiation throughout space.  The specific 
frequencies that reside in this region, however, are driven by the frequencies of the HG energy in the 
nucleus, meaning that they will be whole fractions of the nuclear frequencies (i.e. ½, ¼, etc). 
 The distance that these energies can radiate out from the nucleus will vary in length based on their 
specific frequencies.  Higher frequencies will only radiate a short distance from the nucleus because the 
stretching of quiesence will lessen too much for them to radiate any further.  Lower frequencies will be 
able to extend further out because they will not require quite as much stretching of quiesence in order for 
them to radiate.  All of these frequencies will stop at distances that match their respective wavelengths, 
which means that this 1Å diameter will actually have several shells of resonance cavities embedded inside 
of it (like a set of Russian Matryoshka Dolls).  Figure 7 depicts this region outside of the nucleus, thus 
 Because this 1Å diameter will have a collection of frequencies that are all derived from the HG 
energy in the nucleus, this region is referred to as the Chorus of the Atom in the hypothesis.  Since every 
isotope of every element has a different frequency in the nucleus, the set of frequencies that will be 
present in the chorus of different isotopes will also be different from each other.  For this reason the 
specific set of frequencies associated with an isotope will be referred to as the Chord of the Isotope in the 
hypothesis. 
1 Angstrom in diameter
 
Figure 7. The Chorus of the Atom 
 
NOTE: Up to this point the chorus of the atom has been described as being 1Å in diameter.  In reality, the diameter of the 
chorus of different isotopes/elements varies widely from one to another.  The range of diameters of chorus’ extends 
from 0.32Å for Hydrogen all the way up to 2.35Å for Cesium.  1Å has been used here only as an average diameter for 
argument’s sake. 
 Also, if the shape of the curve does prove out to be Gaussian then the height (a) and width (c) parameters of the 
standard Gaussian function 
 2
2
x b
ae
za

  will be different for each isotope/element.  The relationship between the 
width parameter (c) and the diameter of the chorus of the isotope/element, however, would still need to be determined 
(but is probably not unity). 
 The longest wavelength of EG energy in any isotope determines the atomic radius of an atom (or 
what is called the covalent shell in the Standard Model). 
 For argument’s sake, image two atoms in two different molecules coming within proximity of each 
other.  The far distal extents of their respectively displaced quiesence (that is, the displacement of 
quiesence beyond their chorus’) will overlap each other.  Initially this overlapping will result in there 
being more quiesence being displaced from between the two atoms than there is on their respective 
opposite sides.  This disparity in displacement means that the pressure being exerted by quiesence on the 
atoms on their opposite sides will start to push the two atoms closer together.  As the two atoms approach 
each other the amount of displacement of quiesence between them will increase causing an even greater 
disparity between them resulting in an even greater pressure to push them together.  This will continue 
but only up until a point when the cohesive strength of quiesence between the atoms will start to build a 
backpressure against the increasing displacement (in other words, the quiesence between the atoms will 
only allow itself to be displaced by so much).  Once the backpressure between the atoms equals the 
imbalanced pressure pushing them together stability will be achieved and the atoms will not approach 
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each other any further.  This point of balance, however, is not a chemical bond and both atoms are, in 
fact, still free of each other.  Figure 8 depicts this imbalance in pressure from displaced quiesence, thus 
The Chorus of one atom The Chorus of another atom
Quiesence is slightly more displaced
between the atoms than outside of them
causing an imbalance in pressure that
initially pushes the two atoms together.
 
Figure 8. Proximity of Two Atoms 
 
 This point of equilibrium is known as van der Waal’s attraction, the attraction between atoms in 
different molecules to each other without resulting in a chemical reaction between the molecules. 
 As two atoms come within proximity of each other not only does the quiesence between the two 
atoms become more displaced but the shape of the chorus’ around both of the nuclei start to become 
distended towards each other (see Figure 9(a) below).  With a distended shape of the chorus, EG energy 
within the respective chorus’ will start to fill into the elongated areas.  If the two atoms are pushed closer 
together by an external force such that the quiesence between the atoms becomes displaced enough so 
that the EG energy from the two chorus’ can bridge the gap between them then a chemical bond is 
formed.  Figure 9(b) depicts this bridging of a chemical bond, thus 
(a)
(b)  
Figure 9. Chemical Bonding of Two Atoms 
 
 When EG energy starts to bridge between two atoms the quiesence in the bridge will become 
displaced even more, thus opening up and reinforcing the bridge between the two atoms (thus forming the 
bond).  The wavelengths of the EG energy crossing over this bridge will cause the two nuclei to move 
within a certain distance from each other (typically much closer) so that they will create a resonance 
cavity about both atoms within which the EG energy can vibrate freely (the combined chorus’ of the two 
atoms becomes the chorus of the molecule).  The original force that pushed the two atoms close enough 
together so as to open up the bridge is no longer needed since the interacting EG energy can now maintain 
the bridge and, thus, the proximity of the two atoms.  This sort of connection between two atoms where 
their respective chorus’ join together constitutes a chemical bond. 
 These chemical bonds, however, can involve more than just two atoms.  Several atoms can bond 
together in the same fashion just as long as EG energy can interact between them all.  When multiple 
atoms bond together their 3 dimensional orientations with respects to each other starts to become a factor.  
Even though quiesence may be displaced from between all of the atoms it stills tries to resist this 
displacement as much as possible.  Two or more atoms may bond to a central atom (such as Hydrogen to 
a Carbon atom in methane) but they will push against each other and move to positions that are as far 
apart from each other as possible (thus creating the tetrahedral pattern in methane). 
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 In addition, channels passing through three or more atoms may not resonate well with the interacting 
EG energy from all of the constituent chords.  In these sorts of situations the satellite atoms may take up 
positions around the central atom at angles to each other instead of straight lines (and thus not at positions 
that are the farthest apart from each other).  Water is such an example whereby the Hydrogen atoms 
position themselves at a 104° angle with respect to each other around the Oxygen atom so as to prevent a 
straight line channel in the chorus of the molecule from one Hydrogen atom through the central Oxygen 
atom to the other, thus 
 
104°
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H H
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Figure 10. The Water Molecule 
 
 Figure 10(a) shows two Hydrogen atoms positioned at 180° with respect to the Oxygen atom.  The 
EG energy from only one of the Hydrogen atoms has been drawn in order to show how its wavelength 
does not match the resulting resonance cavity of the channel.  In order for the channel to describe a 
suitable resonance cavity, the two Hydrogen atoms must either move in closer to the Oxygen atom (which 
can’t happen due to the backpressure created by the cohesion of quiesence) or farther apart (which will 
cause the channel to collapse and the EG energy to stop flowing).  But when the Hydrogen atoms take up 
positions at 104° with respects to the Oxygen atom (Figure 9(b)) two effective channels are created that 
are short enough to match the wavelength of the EG energy. 
 Once all of the atoms in a compound have reached a stable orientation with respects to each other, 
the displacement of quiesence around each individual atom combines to create an aggregated 
displacement for the entire molecule.  Consequently, this combined displacement extends out from the 
molecule further than any individual atom’s displacement. 
 This extended displacement of quiesence contributes to the attraction of molecules to each other in 
solid and liquid matter (van der Waal’s forces).  However, despite this attraction, when stable molecules 
come within close proximity of each other they typically will not be able to get close enough so as to 
open up any channels for more chemical bonds to form due to the backpressure created by the cohesion of 
quiesence (which will happen sooner due to the extended displacement of quiesence about the molecule).  
Figure 11 depicts how the attractive force of the extended displacement of molecules reaches a stable 
balance with the repulsion of the cohesion of quiesence, thus causing the structure of matter to take shape 
while preventing further chemical bonding from occurring 
Extended displacement
attracts molecules
together.
Cohesion of quiesence
prevents molecules from
opening more channels.
 
Figure 11. Extended Displacement of Molecules. 
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5. The Nature of Gravity 
 The nature of gravity is simply an extension of the phenomenon of the coalescing of molecules into 
matter.  When any two objects that displace quiesence come within proximity of each other there will 
exist an imbalance between the displaced quiesence between the two objects and the quiesence outside of 
them with the imbalance creating a higher pressure outside of the two objects causing them to be pushed 
together.  As objects get larger (i.e. as more molecules are aggregated together into matter) the extended 
displacement of quiesence from all of the molecules accumulates and creates a proportionally greater 
extent of displaced quiesence around the outside of the object.  As objects get very large (i.e. on the order 
of planets) then the extent of displaced quiesence will reach far out into space affecting other objects at 
great distances. 
 The greater the amount of displaced quiesence the greater and further an imbalance can be created 
and, therefore, the greater the amount of pressure that can be exerted on objects that are within proximity 
of each other.  Figure 12 depicts how this works on a large scale. 
(a)
(b)
Earth
 
Figure 12. Displaced Quiesence Causing Gravity. 
 
 Any object will displace quiesence.  Figure 12(a) shows how quiesence has been displaced by a man.  
Figure 12(b) shows how much more quiesence has been displaced by the Earth (the figure is not drawn to 
scale).  Although quiesence has been greatly displaced by the Earth, if the man is placed within proximity 
of the Earth he will still displace a small amount of quiesence around him.  But his displacement 
superimposed on the displacement caused by the Earth creates an imbalance in the displacement on either 
side of the man (Figure 12(b) shows this imbalance).  This imbalance means that the pressure being 
exerted on the man by quiesence is greater on his space side than it is on his Earth side, which results in 
him being pushed towards the Earth (he falls to Earth in other words).  As he approaches the Earth the 
amount of displacement of quiesence caused by the Earth increases, causing the amount of imbalance 
around him to increase and thus causing the amount of pressure pushing him towards the Earth to 
increase.  In other words, the rate of accelerate of the man’s fall will increase the closer he falls towards 
the Earth.  What is not shown in this figure is the pressure that is pushing the Earth towards the man, but 
that imbalance has such little effect in this example it can be ignored (however, when both objects are of a 
comparable size, e.g. as between Pluto and Claron, then the imbalance felt by both objects starts to 
become significant). 
 What this means is that gravity is not some attractive force emanating from inside of objects in space 
but that it is quiesence itself that is pushing objects together.  In other words, the reason why we remain 
firmly rooted on the surface of the Earth is not because gravity is pulling us down onto the surface but 
because quiesence is pushing down on us from above. 
6. The Nature of Mass, Inertia, Momentum and Kinetic Energy 
 If matter is simply HG energy pulsating inside of a cavity of stretched out quiesence then the 
question that arises is what is mass.  To answer that question one needs to first look at what happens when 
atoms are at rest and when they are in motion, in other words inertia and momentum. 
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6.1 Inertia 
 When an atom is at rest HG energy is pulsating inside of the nucleus, EG energy is pulsating inside 
of the chorus but quiesence outside of the chorus (aside from being slightly displaced) is at relative calm 
(caveat infra).  If, however, the atom should get a nudge in one direction then the EG and HG energy 
pulsating against the leading edge of the nudge will appear to shift higher in frequency whereas the 
respective energies on the trailing edge of the nudge will appear to shift lower (similar to a Doppler shift).  
But these shifts in frequencies will cause a change in the effective mark value of the waves pressing 
against quiesence, which will cause the displacement of quiesence on the leading edge of the nudge to 
increase and the displacement on the trailing edge to decrease.  Consequently there is both a push and a 
pull that occurs in reaction against the nudge to the atom.  This reaction against the nudge is inertia, the 
tendency of an object that is at rest to remain at rest (Newton‘s 3rd Law). 
6.2 Momentum 
 But if this nudge is sustained longer than the inductive lag in quiesence, then the atom will move 
forward regardless of any backpressure.  Even in this situation, the imbalance in quiesence between the 
leading and trailing edges of the atom remains.  Consequently, this imbalance causes an equivalence of a 
flow in quiesence from the high pressure side to the low pressure side.  This so-called flow in quiesence 
creates a single self-reinforcing pulse, something similar to a soliton wave.  As the soliton wave 
propagates through quiesence in the direction of the initial nudge, the atom will remain in the centre of 
the pulse and, thus, continue to move through space with the wave despite the fact that the initial nudge 
has long since ceased and is no longer providing any forward moving force.  This phenomenon is known 
as momentum, the tendency of an object that is in motion to continue in motion in the same direction. 
 Figure 13(a) depicts an atom at rest.  Figure 13(b) depicts the reactions in quiesence on either side of 
an atom in response to an external nudge.  Figure 13(c) depicts how a soliton wave like pulse is created in 
quiesence once an atom is pushed to the point where it is set into motion and how this wave keeps the 
atom moving forward after the initial nudge has ceased. 
(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 13. Inertia, Momentum and the Soliton Wave in Quiesence 
6.3 Mass
 If an atom that is in motion collides with another atom that is at rest then the energy that is in the 
soliton wave around the atom that was in motion is transferred (whole or in pact) to the atom that was at 
rest, thus causing it to be nudged.  Since mass is typically described as the effects of inertia and 
momentum then it can be stated that the hypothesis describes mass as the effect that is felt by the creation 
and transfer of soliton waves about atoms in response to their EG and HG energies being Doppler shifted 
against background quiesence.  In other words, atoms and molecules do not possess mass, they are all 
massless.  The phenomenon known as mass is just the reaction created in quiesence when objects are 
moved. 
 If these reactions against quiesence could be negated or artificially induced in some fashion then 
objects could be moved instantaneously through space with virtually no energy required in terms of 
propulsion being applied, because there would be, essentially, no mass that would have to be moved. 
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6.4 Kinetic Energy 
 The artefacts of mass, inertia and momentum are only part of the phenomenon of these soliton waves 
created around atoms in motion.  The faster the atom moves through quiesence the greater the Doppler 
shifts are on the two sides of the atom and, thus, the greater the soliton wave that is generated around the 
atom.  This soliton wave is proportional to the kinetic energy of an atom in motion.  Although the soliton 
wave will take on the form of a sphere around the atom, its area of interaction with the quiesence that it is 
passing through is the cross sectional area ( ) of the sphere that is orthogonal to the direction of motion.  
Therefore, as the velocity of the atom increases the radius of the soliton wave increases proportionally but 
the  of the soliton wave increases as the square of the radius which thus leads to the equation for kinetic 
energy as incorporating the mass proportionally but incorporating the velocity as a square, thus 
 21
2
KE mv  (8) 
7. The Nature of Heat 
 When an atom is given a nudge quiesence immediately responds with a backpressure against the 
nudge.  If the duration of the nudge is shorter than the phase lag of quiesence then a soliton wave will not 
be formed.  Instead, the momentary increase in displacement on the leading edge of the nudge will cause 
the atom to retract from the nudge back to its initial position.  This retraction, however, will cause another 
backpressure to occur from quiesence but this time in the opposite direction.  This sets off an oscillation 
of the atom back and forth with alternating backpressures sustaining the oscillations.  This vibration of the 
atom is perceived as heat. 
 The stronger the nudge that starts the atom vibrating the greater the backpressures that are created 
and the faster the atom will vibrate.  The faster the atom vibrates the hotter the atom will appear.  Heat is 
typically associated with the infrared portion of the EM spectrum, which is in the range of 3x1011 to 
4x1014HZ, however, atoms can vibrate at frequencies much lower than this range, it is just that these 
vibrations are not perceived as heat. 
 These heat vibrations of an atom and the alternating backpressures of quiesence that form around the 
atom create something that is akin to a cloud of turbulence around the atom in quiesence.  This cloud of 
turbulence can cause restrictions to any energies or waves passing into and out of the atom.  The 
turbulence can cause waves of energy to be either reflected or refracted around the atom.  Although some 
(if not most) of the impinging energy will pass into and out of the chorus of the atom, some of it does not 
make it through. 
 This effect is not readily noticed at normal temperatures but when an atom is cooled down to near 
absolute zero then the absence of these effects is noticed.  With the complete removal of this impeding 
effect of the heat turbulence, energy is allowed to flow freely into and out of the chorus of an atom with 
little or no resistance.  This is seen as the cryogenic effects known as super-conduction and super-fluidity.  
The absence of these phenomena at temperatures above absolute zero is due to the turbulence around each 
atom caused by the heat energy that they possess. 
8. The Origin of the Universe 
“If the bow is too tight the string will break, if it is too loose it will not play” 
        - Siddhartha Gautama 
 
 At this point it may be apparent that the phenomenon of the upper limit of gamma radiation, the 
forming of atoms by HG radiation, the creation of chords within the chorus’ of atoms, the interactions 
between atoms forming chemical bonds and the phenomenon of gravity are all dependant on one 
component of quiesence, and that is its ambient level of stretching (meaning the stretching of quiesence in 
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open space well away from any objects or matter).  If this ambient level of stretching was any higher or 
lower then the speed of light would be different and the upper limit of gamma would shift upwards or 
downwards.  This would cause the frequency of Hydrogen (and therefore of all the elements) to change 
likewise.  It would also cause the size of their chorus’ and the frequency sets of their chords to change as 
well.  All of these changes would affect how the elements would bond to each other and could even create 
conditions whereby chemical bonds could not form at all (if this ambient level of stretching was too high) 
or all atoms to coalesce into an incoherent mass (if this ambient level of stretching was too low). 
 What this says is that there is an optimal level of stretching for quiesence, a ‘sweat spot’ so to say, 
that causes the atoms, matter, the universe and even life itself to coalesce out of the firmament.  It may be 
convenient to say that this optimal level of stretching is a universal constant but the question would then 
arise as to why quiesence is at this convenient level of stretching and not some other level. 
 The hypothesis states that the amount of ambient stretching of quiesence is not a constant but that it 
fluctuates up and down in a grand wave that is hundreds of billions of light years long.  This grand wave 
has points in its cycle that are too loose for atoms to form properly, other points that are too stiff to allow 
atoms to form chemical bonds and other points where the stretching is just right so as to allow a physical 
universe to condense into existence. 
 Figure 14 depicts this grand wave in quiesence and where within this grand wave (a so-called 
‘Goldilocks’ region) the known universe appears, thus 
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Figure 14. The Grand Wave in Quiesence. 
 
 The scale depicted in Figure 14 is not accurate; the diagram is intended only to give a relative 
understanding of the mechanisms of quiesence on a grand scale.  The exact form of this grand wave is not 
known at this time and can only be speculated (current assumption is that it is basically a simple sine 
wave).  The relative sizes of the three regions of stretching are not known and are most likely much 
different from what is depicted. 
 The hypothesis suggests that this grand wave is not a travelling wave but rather an undulation where 
complementary regions of quiesence alternate back and forth between being too loose and too stiff 
(making transitions through the just right region in the process).  What this suggests is that instead of a 
‘big bang’ being the genesis of the known universe that an undulation of quiesence changed so that a 
point in space reached the just right threshold and, thus, allowed atoms to coalesce out of quiesence (this 
discussion will assume that the transition of quiesence was from too loose to just right to too stiff, but the 
transition could have been in the opposite direction).  As the undulation increases the region of just right 
expands, very rapidly at first but the rate of expansion decreases in time as a sine function. 
 
NOTE: This rate of expansion will slowly decrease as a sine function until the 45° phase point in the grand wave 
is reached at which point the rate of expansion will start to increase.  The hypothesis suggests that this is 
what accounts for the observed increase in the current rate of expansion of the universe. 
This hypothesis also suggests that the current undulation of our universe already spans the entire just 
right region of space to the point where there is a hole or void in the middle of the universe (that is the 1 
billion light year section shown in Figure 14).  Evidence that supports this suggestion is the anomalous 
WMAP cold spot [3]. 
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 A major difference between this hypothesis and the Standard Cosmological Model (the Big Bang) is 
that the energy that precipitates into atoms is already present in quiesence but as undifferentiated energy.  
As the quiesence about the undifferentiated energy stretches the undifferentiated energy will precipitate 
into atoms and then start to bond to other atoms to form molecules.  This suggests that the total amount of 
physical matter in the universe is not a constant but is being added to as the just right region expands.  In 
other words the universe did not expand from a singularity but simply condensed out from energy that 
was already present in space (like how frost forms on a window pane in winter; it doesn’t expand from its 
starting point but freezes water vapour that is already there). 
 Since these undulations are dynamic and cyclic, the universe as we know it will continue to expand 
but only up to a certain point.  At that point the undulation will reverse itself and the just right region will 
start to contract until it completely disappears.  But at the same time as our universe is expanding and 
contracting other universes hundreds of billions of light years away will be contracting and expanding in 
a complementary fashion.  If quiesence is truly infinite in dimension then there will be an infinite number 
of universes expanding and contracting throughout all of creation, as if the universe is breathing in and 
out all the time. 
9. Non-Newtonian Propulsion Systems 
 Having obtained an understanding of the nature of gravity, mass, momentum and inertia from the 
hypothesis, it is now possible to speculate about a space platform propulsion system that does not rely on 
the rapid exhaustion of a propellant fuel to move the platform (Newton’s Third Law of Motion).  It is now 
possible to experiment so as to discover techniques on how to manipulate quiesence and to artificially 
displace it from regions adjacent to space borne platforms. 
 It is known that quiesence can be displaced since that is what HG and EG energy does.  What may be 
possible, however, is to create some form of vibration within quiesence itself that will create the same sort 
of displacement but only in a very small confined area and with a much greater degree of displacement.  
It is known that quiesence can be made to vibrate by the fact that frequencies across the EM spectrum can 
be generated and transmitted through it.  However, given that quiesence does have a cohesion property 
about it and a Bulk Modulus, the possibility of the existence of a fundamental frequency of quiesence is 
possible, a fundamental frequency that, when stimulated, may cause quiesence to react and drop in 
density (to displace outwards in other words).  If such a fundamental frequency can be generated, focused 
and confined to a small area then the contrast in displacement about this region will be enhanced and may 
be enough to affect a large object (such as a space platform) that was situated right next to it.  If the 
device creating the displacement in quiesence (that is, creating a gravity well) were attached to the 
platform then, as the platform would start to ‘fall’ into the gravity well, the device creating it would move 
as well, thus causing the location of the gravity well to move ahead of the platform (something akin to 
dangling a carrot in front of a donkey).  As long as the gravity well was maintained the platform would 
continue to fall into the well and would end up accelerating in the process.  Once the platform reached its 
desired speed then the gravity well could be turned off, thus allowing the momentum to carry the platform 
forward. 
 Although EM radiation is simply waves rippling through quiesence it is obviously not strong enough 
to cause quiesence to displace, even if it were to be transmitted at the fundamental frequency of 
quiesence.  A much stronger wave needs to be generated that causes a greater rippling effect in quiesence.  
The shock waves that are generated in the detectors of high energy particle accelerators probably cause 
ripples in quiesence that are great enough to cause displacement to occur but, unfortunately, not only are 
the collisions not sustained long enough in order to form a well defined gravity well (which is probably 
why they haven’t yet been detected in particle accelerators) but it would be impractical to try to build 
such an accelerator on board a space bound platform. 
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 Another device, however, that may provide the ability to shock quiesence violently enough in order 
to cause the formation of a gravity well is a sonoluminescence tube.  Sonoluminescence uses sound waves 
to create standing waves in liquid solutions that cause microscopic cavitation bubbles to occur in the 
liquid.  The bubbles that form expand rapidly but then collapse violently.  It is estimated that the collision 
of the molecules at the moment of the collapse can reach temperatures as high as 20,000°K, possibly even 
higher (Wikipedia, “Sonoluminescence”).  The violent collapsing of the bubbles repeats as quickly as 
30,000 times per second.  If the effect can be created in small compact tubes then numerous tubes can be 
bundled together as tightly as possible so as to multiply the effect of the collapsing bubbles in a confined 
area.  The shockwaves that would be created in quiesence during each collapse could be combined so as 
to create a wave effect.  If the phase angle from one tube to another were delayed by the speed at which 
such a shock wave would propagate through quiesence then a significant shockwave radiating out from 
the bundle could be created.  If this shockwave could be repeated at the fundamental frequency of 
quiesence then quiesence could possibly be artificially displaced out from the bundle creating a gravity 
well that was centered around the bundle. 
 Such bundles of sonoluminescence tubes could be placed underneath the decks of a space borne 
platform so as to create an artificial gravity for the occupants inside of the platform.  Other bundles placed 
outside of the platform could also be used so as to create gravity wells that will cause the platform to fall 
forward in the direction of the well.  Acceleration of the platform could be sustained until the platform 
reached incredible speeds that are unobtainable using conventional Newtonian based propulsion systems. 
10. Theoretical Summation 
 In summary, the hypothesis is a redefinition of the physical world in terms of quiesence and wave 
energy.  Its major tenets are 
1. Space, as we know it, is our perception of the manifestation of quiesence, an essence that is described only as 
energy that is at a zero state.  This zero state energy remains quiet until acted upon by waves of energy.  What 
is perceived as EM radiation through space is simply vibrations or waves traveling through quiesence.  
Quiesence, thus, acts as a transport medium for these waves. 
2. When these waves reach frequencies that are higher than gamma radiation (Hyper-Gammic radiation) it 
causes a form of cavitation within quiesence to occur, creating tiny cavities of stretched quiesence in which 
the HG radiation can reside.  The cavity in which the HG radiation resides has been perceived as the nucleus 
of atoms. 
3. A region of displaced quiesence about the nucleus accommodates slightly lower frequency radiation called 
Epi-Gammic radiation.  This region is referred to as the chorus of the atom and has been perceived as an 
atom’s covalent orbital shell. 
4. When chemical bonds are formed the chorus’ of multiple atoms overlap and the EG radiation within the 
various chorus’ interact.  The frequencies involved and the size and shape of the resonance cavities created 
within the overlapped chorus’ will determine if and how the atoms will bond (including the number and 
combination of atoms in the molecule, their distance apart from each other and their 3 dimensional orientation 
with respects to each other). 
5. The displacement of quiesence around individual atoms combines in molecules and extends out even further.  
The displacement out of individual molecules combines with other molecules in an object and extends out 
beyond the object.  This displacement from objects extends out and affects other objects that are within 
proximity.  The interaction of the displacement between objects in proximity creates an imbalance in the 
pressure of quiesence around all of the objects causing them to be pushed closer together.  This pushing action 
has been perceived as gravity. 
6. The origin of the universe was not created by a Big Bang but by an undulation in a grand wave of quiesence.  
The actual origin of the universe occurred at the precise moment that the undulation of the grand wave passed 
from either a too loose or too stiff state into a state that allowed atoms to differentiate and then bond. 
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11. Conclusion 
 All matter and all phenomena of interactions between different pieces of matter on all scales are 
artefacts of quiesence.  In other words, all phenomena of the physical world come from quiesence.  But 
quiesence itself is not directly experienced in the physical world, only its artefacts.  The conclusion that 
can be drawn from this is that quiesence is not of this physical world.  This would explain why quiesence 
has not been defined until now (philosophically it could be argued as to whether or not an artefact can 
measure the essence that is creating that artefact). 
 It can be seen from the hypothesis that the study and understanding of quiesence will involve the 
adroit application of wave theory and fluid dynamics.  With this understanding it ought to be possible to 
artificially manipulate quiesence and, thus, manipulate gravity and matter in a very directed and 
deliberate manner so as to develop new non-Newtonian forms of propulsion in space borne platforms. 
Definitions 
Quiesence - A non-material essence that is the fabric of space.  The transport medium that causes matter to 
condense out into existence in the presence of Hyper-Gammic radiation. 
Hyper-Gammic radiation - Wave energy that is at frequencies of Hydrogen (i.e. 2.27012x1023Hz) or higher.  Hyper-gammic 
radiation is only found in the nucleus of atoms. 
Epi-Gammic radiation - Wave energy that is at frequencies higher than the upper limit of isotropic gamma radiation (i.e. 
4.8x1022Hz) but less than the Hyper-Gammic radiation that is in the nucleus of the atom.  Epi-
Gammic radiation is only found in the chorus of atoms. 
Atomic Chorus - The region surrounding the nucleus of an atom that contains its Epi-Gammic radiation.  The 
radius of the chorus is different for different elements and can range from as small as 0.32 Å for 
Hydrogen up to as large as 2.35 Å for Cesium. 
Atomic Chord - The collection of Epi-Gammic frequencies found in the chorus of an atom.  The exact 
combination of frequencies is different from one element to another. 
The Grand Wave - The cyclic undulation of quiesence.  The most recent transition of the Grand Wave into the state 
causing atoms and molecules to form occurred 13.77 billion years ago. 
Acronyms 
CMB -  Cosmic Microwave Background 
EM -  Electromagnetic 
EP -  Epi-Gammic 
HG -  Hyper-Gammic 
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